
 

PRontheGO calls out for PR and growth experts to join the
partner programme

PRontheGO, a digital PR intelligence platform for entrepreneurs worldwide, is calling out to savvy PR agency owners and
freelance public relations consultants to join their global network of PR experts. The platform aims to provide PR tips and
growth hacks for anyone looking to start or scale their business.

Empowering entrepreneurs worldwide with proven PR intelligence and expertise

The mission of PRontheGO is to empower entrepreneurs by providing them with actionable and snackable PR intelligence,
at no cost, through its online platform. Its network of vetted and proven PR and growth experts sets it apart from other digital
PR platforms. The tagline 'The entrepreneur's source for global prime PR hacks' sums up the platform's focus on providing
accessible resources to everyone who needs them.

– Melanie Marten

"We believe that PR is the key to building a successful global or local business," says Melanie Marten, founder of
PRontheGO. "Our platform aims to provide entrepreneurs with the tools they need to succeed in the creator economy,
regardless of their location or budget."

Gain exposure for your consulting business

PRontheGO is looking for PR agency owners and freelance PR consultants who can help spread the word about the power
of PR in the creator economy. As a partner, PR experts will gain attention for their consulting business and get featured
with a verified business profile on the platform. They will also have the opportunity to publish their expert articles with
PRontheGO, showcasing their knowledge and expertise to a growing audience of creators and entrepreneurs.

"Joining our global network of PR experts means becoming part of a community that is committed to empowering
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entrepreneurs worldwide," says the founder. "Our partners will have the opportunity to share their expertise and gain
valuable exposure for their consulting business."

Join PRontheGO's global network of PR experts

To become a PRontheGO partner, PR experts can submit their profile, which will be approved for access to upcoming
expert articles. They can also submit their content for publication and test the platform for 30 days for free.

PRontheGO is committed to providing entrepreneurs with the tools they need to succeed in the creator economy. With the
help of its global network of PR experts, the platform aims to become the go-to resource for anyone looking to start or scale
a business.

Join the PRontheGO partner programme here.

About PRontheGO

PRontheGO is a digital PR intelligence platform for entrepreneurs worldwide. Its mission is to empower anyone to build a
successful global or local business by providing PR tips and growth hacks at no cost through its online platform.
PRontheGO has a network of vetted and proven PR and growth experts who provide actionable and snackable PR
intelligence and help people land free publicity. The platform's tagline is 'The entrepreneur's source for global prime PR
hacks'. Its biggest strength is the accessibility of its resources, which is an excellent tool for anyone looking to start or scale
a business.

More at PRontheGO.com.
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